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A Question of Hate 

It is easy to feel that hate is an ever-growing
part  of  America's  national  consciousness.  From
school shootings to gang violence, white suprema‐
cists, anti-abortion violence, race riots, and inner
city  crime,  it  often seems as  though we are ob‐
sessed with what Pope John Paul II once famously
described as "a culture of death." 

Yet it is almost impossible to provide an unbi‐
ased discussion of hate. Many groups and organi‐
zations quantify and record instances of hate, but
there have been few academic attempts to define
or  to  qualify  hate.  Is  hating  broccoli  the  same
thing as hating an ex-boyfriend or as hating some‐
one of a different race? Should hate only be mea‐
sured if it  leads to violence? How do you deter‐
mine when hate will lead to violence? Is someone
who commits an act of extreme hate violence in‐
sane? Is all violence caused by hate? Does hating
the  haters  invalidate the  discussion?  The  ques‐
tions are endless and any reasoned examination
of hate is necessarily problematic. 

The authors of Landscape of Hate do not at‐
tempt a definition of  hate.  Instead,  they seek to

deposit us firmly in the middle ground by provid‐
ing numerous examples of hate and asking us to
decide for  ourselves  how we feel.  They use nu‐
merous examples of hate on the internet, in the
news, in popular music and so on, to focus the dis‐
cussion on the many different ways that hate can
creep into our lives and our thoughts without us
being aware of it. 

This approach is combined with devices usu‐
ally  seen  in  the  classroom,  for  example  ending
paragraphs  with  a  series  of  questions.  The  ap‐
proach is appropriate, perhaps, since both of the
authors are associate professors at Hood College,
a small liberal arts college in Oregon; however, it
does not  always work.  The questions are useful
for stimulating discussion, but also serve to point
up just how much the authors are not answering
and can seem somewhat condescending when not
in a classroom setting. 

Although Landscape of Hate is filled with au‐
thoritative  and well-chosen citations  from legal,
literary, and popular culture sources, much of the
discussion focuses on the anecdotal.  The lack of
quantitative analysis can also make the use of nu‐



merous rhetorical questions seem more like a lit‐
erary device than part  of  a  serious study.  Their
anecdotal  approach,  by  focusing  on  areas  often
considered  the  bulwarks  of  liberal  humanism,
also plays into the hands of those who argue that
it  is  elements  of  popular  culture  such as  music
lyrics and violent films which create hate in the
first place. 

Landscape of Hate opens itself up to use as an
example of  how the law, media,  and culture all
serve to foster hate and leaves us with the impres‐
sion that it may be necessary to curtail freedom of
culture and legal freedoms in order to suppress a
greater  evil.  While  giving  readers  free  reign  to
think  for  ourselves,  the  book  unintentionally
draws us to the conclusion that it is precisely free‐
dom of thought which has created such a hate-ori‐
ented society in the first place. The lack of discus‐
sion of the underlying causes of hate--poverty, dis‐
satisfaction,  disconnection  from  society,  mental
illness, lack of family ties, and the like--is keenly
felt. 

Given the importance of understanding hate
in today's climate, it is the questions that do not
get answered that create a great deal of frustra‐
tion when reading this book. Questions like: What
is  hate?  Is  hate  growing  or  receding?  Are  inci‐
dents like school shootings and race riots  really
incidents  of  hate  or  outpourings  of  frustration,
anger, and pathos at a society that perhaps pays
too little attention to the disenfranchised? What is
the rate of hate in other developed countries? Is
America, in fact, leading the world in hate? 

Where this book excels is in its descriptions of
incidents  and  individual  accounts  of  hate  inci‐
dents, all of which provide fodder for discussion
and debate. This technique serves to point up the
various ways in which we, as Americans, reveal
undercurrents of hatred and violence in the ways
we think and speak in our daily lives and in our
popular culture. Seemingly innocuous words and
actions provide subtexts of violence and hatred.
These subtexts act as building blocks of callous‐

ness and contempt, which in turn lead to hatred
as part of everyday life. These subtexts can be re‐
vealed in our complex attitudes toward rap mu‐
sic,  legal  decisions,  journalistic  coverage  of
events, school shooters, serial killers, hate groups,
and the paroxysms of violence they unleash. The
book points out how, even as spectators, we can
become an integral  part  of  the equation of  vio‐
lence. 

The problem inherent in this approach is that
the  authors  have  necessarily  had  to  pick  and
choose which events, films, and court decisions to
discuss as well as which experts and researchers
to quote. By focusing on particular events and ar‐
ticles, huge gaps in thinking become evident in al‐
most  every  paragraph.  Judson  and  Bertazzoni
suggest that television, movies, and music have a
role in shaping our attitudes towards hatred, but
at various places in the book argue that popular
culture  creates  an  atmosphere  in  which  hate
thrives, reflects attitudes which are already there,
and provides a  forum for amplifying those atti‐
tudes.  By selecting particular examples,  it  is  not
clear exactly how culture affects hate. 

Despite  this,  or  perhaps  because  of  it,  this
book is a very useful tool for provoking discussion
and thought  about  hate in popular society.  This
book would be particularly useful in high school,
or as a way for parents to open a discussion on
hate with their teenage children.  Ultimately,  the
strength of this book lies not in the answers it pro‐
vides  (or  fails  to  provide),  but  in  the  questions
that it asks. 
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